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ABSTRACT

A small consort of strings joins a full-sized wind ensemble in Sinfonietta. Although it is not a concerto, Sinfonietta flips the classical notion of an orchestra on its head. Whereas the Classical orchestra represented a string ensemble with wind and brass coloration, Sinfonietta takes a full wind ensemble and adds strings for coloration, blending and melding the string timbre with the wind ensemble medium.

As this work is not a concerto, balancing the relatively weak quartet of strings with the full wind ensemble creates challenges, which Sinfonietta addresses in four ways. It uses the strings as individual and string tutti soloists with sparse accompaniment. It creates windows inside heavy textures to allow the strings to appear. It doubles the strings with instruments of similar timbre to add strength in fuller tutti sections. Finally, it uses the disparity of acoustical power between the strings and full wind ensemble to create dramatic tension.

Sinfonietta relies upon American folk music as a point of departure along with the unique sound combinations available with this instrumentation. The pentatonic melodies, open harmonic intervals, and regular phrase structure serve as building blocks for the music. The sound of the human voice, integral to the singing of folk tunes, is embraced in the
ornamentation of the solo lines. Along with this mimicry is a moment of actual singing by members of the ensemble. Since wind players, brass players, and vocalists all require a breath to make their music, *Sinfonietta* also celebrates the sound of the human breath.

Written into the score are instructions for the whole ensemble to breathe audibly together. This airy, musical sound is integral to both the sound of the human voice as well as the sound of a pipe organ, the timbre of which is emulated at the piece's final climax.
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INSTRUMENTATION

4 Flutes (3. doubles picc., 4. doubles alto flute)
   2 Oboes
   English Horn in F
   Eb Clarinet
   3 Bb Clarinets
   Bass Clarinet
   2 Bassoons
   Contrabassoon
   Soprano Saxophone
   Alto Saxophone
   Tenor Saxophone
   Baritone Saxophone
2 Violins (no doublings)
   Viola (no doublings)
   Cello (no doublings)
   4 Horns in F
   3 Bb Trumpets
2 Tenor Trombones
   Bass Trombone
   Euphonium
   Tuba
   Piano
   Timpani
Percussion (2 players):
   (Crotales, Marimba, Triangle, Vibraphone, Snare Drum, Bass Drum, Glockenspiel
   Tam-Tam, Tubular Bells)
PERFORMANCE NOTES

-This work is not a concerto. The strings are an augmentation to the wind ensemble color palette and should be sat in the middle of the front row. They should not be visually featured on stage as a concertino group.

-The symbol ▲ applied to a note means to create an audible *inhale* sound for the duration of the given note. Conversely, the symbol ▼ applied to a note means to create an audible *exhale* sound for the duration of the given note. The sound should be made with the mouth of the performer only and not through the instrument. The breathing sound should be as loud as possible and, hence, no dynamics are marked for this symbol in the score.

-The quarter-tone bends in the winds at the beginning and the half-tone bends in the string parts starting in measure 21 should create a continuous, oscillating sound. Intonation is not important for these effects.

-The feathered-notation in Flute 1 (m. 2) and Alto Flute (m. 6) indicate overtones based upon the lowest written pitch and the fingering should not change for the upper notes. The effect should be a breathy, slightly-pitched air sound similar to the sound of a person blowing on a bottle. The change in pitch should sound like a response to the change in airflow and the notation is approximate.

-The sung pitches in measures 279 - 287 are notated in concert pitch. The performers should choose one of the pitches in whatever octave is most comfortable for them and sing using the syllable "ahh." There should be an even balance of pitches creating a homogenous choir sound.

-In measures 362-365, the balance of the ensemble is heavily favored against the strings, saxophones, piano, and percussion. This is an intentional effect in which these instruments struggle to be heard.

-In general, the dynamics marked for the string parts are to be considered soloist dynamics.

-Tempo markings are approximate.

-Accidentals apply only to the octave in which they are applied. Accidentals cancel at the end of the measure. Courtesy reminders have been supplied throughout the score.
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accel. \( \frac{117}{4} = 144 \) Volatile

Fl. 1
Fl. 2
Fl. 3
Fl. 4
Ob. 1
Ob. 2
E. Hn.
E-Cr.
Bb-Cl. 1
Bb-Cl. 2
Bb-Cl. 3
B. Cl.
Bus. 1
Bus. 2
C. Bsn.
S. Ss.
A. Ss.
T. Ss.
B. Ss.

Vln. 1
Vln. 2
Vla.
Vc.
Hn. 1&2
Hn. 3&4
Bb. Tpt. 1
Bb. Tpt. 2
Bb. Tpt. 3
T. Tbn. 1
T. Tbn. 2
B. Tbn.
Euph.
Tuba

Pno.

Timp.

Perc. 1
Perc. 2

with the tip of the bow

triangle beater

accel. \( \frac{117}{4} = 144 \) Volatile

Volatile

\( \theta = 1 \)
**Hold these notes for full duration with a slight taper at the end. All instruments that play this melody perform it this way.**

*These given sung pitches in measures 279 - 287 are in concert pitch. They should be sung using the syllable “ahh” in any octave that is comfortable for the performers. There should be an even balance of pitches from homogenous choir sound.*

**Hold these notes for full duration with a slight taper at the end. All instruments that play this melody perform it this way.**
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S. Sx.
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Note: In measures 362 - 365, the balance is heavily against the saxophones, piano, percussion, and strings. This is an intentional effect.
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